0, Introduction
The problem of existenoe of an invariant measure for the transformation semigroup generated by the partial differential equation is not new. This problem has been considered by Lasota [7] , [8] , Brunovsky and Komornijc [2J, [3] and recently by Rudnicki [9] . Rudnicki's results are the most interesting sinoe he used the Gaussian processes for construction of invariant measures and solved this problem for the equation of first order and for the hyperbolio second order equations generating the dynamical system on the space of functions of one variable. This method cannot be extrapolated in the case of functions of several variables because it would be necessary to construct the Gaussian measure with specific properties. In this paper author makes use the Avez method [1], used by him also in papers [4]» [5]], [6] . This method cannot be used, for example, to the Cauohy problem because it is based on the non-uniqueness "backwards" of the solution. By this argumentation author applies the Avez method only for non-typical problem for the hyperbolio equation.
The author hopes that in the nearest future the problem on invariant measure will be solved also for the Cauohy problem.
Formulation of the theorem
Let us consider the equation 9 2 u 3 2 U p in the domain t>0, x^jjixg,... ,xn) for some C -function <p t -" R with the conditions
(p e C 2 (R n " 1 ).
Remark.
The only solution of (1), (2), (3) is the function
In consequenoe the equation (1) gives us the semidynamiaal system on the space of regular functions on the set • This system may be extended to the semi-T t}t>0 00 ttie s P ace C = =9^2*"' »^m^* We oan also replace the assumption of the regularity by the assumption of continuity. Let CQ «{veCi v(^p(x2,... ,xQ), x2,...»xq)| = 0 considered with the topology of almost uniform convergence.
The o r e m . There exists a probabilistic measure /U on the space CQ such that
¡1 is positive on the open nonempty sets (iv) (Bq) « 0 where BQ denotes the set of all periodic points.
Proof of the theorem dynamical system
To prove this theorem we shall first construct the invariant measure for T^. It is obvious that ,x 2 ,...,x n )-v(<p(x 2 ,...,x a ) + 1,x 2 ,...,x d ).
Let h be arbitrary function on the net j^p t* n )+1 } such, as h (9>(x 2 ,...,x n ),x 2 v(x 1 -1 ,x 2 ,... ,x n )+v(9>(x 2 ,... ,x n ) ,x 2 
